On 16th July 2016, 5th National level symposium called INSIGNIA ‘16 was organized by Department of Information Technology, Velammal Institute of Technology, Chennai. The event started with a welcome note of Ms M Suchithra Head - Dept. of IT with thoughts on motto of the event and its deliverables by welcoming the gathering.

Ms Kalaiselvi Raman, Associate Director (Insurance), CTS, was the chief guest for the event. The presidential address was delivered by Dr T Chandrashekar, Principal, Velammal I Tech with emphasize on the need for acquiring latest technology skill set to match the needs of the industry. The chief guest was felicitated as a token of gratitude by the principal. The chief guest Ms Kalaiselvi Raman shared her thoughts on evolvement of technologies over time and how technology drives the current business processes. The chief guest also spoke about the trending technologies and their essentiality to acquire those skills which has its diverse career opportunities in coming days.

The annual souvenir which comprised the achievements, thinking's and artistic capabilities was released by the dignitaries, followed by the screening of the event video which contained various technology achievements of the world and a description of events which are part of the symposium. The inauguration ceremony ended with vote of thanks by Ms V Kushmitha, Vice president, INSIGNIA’16 with notes on thankfulness to management, department of IT and all kind hearts who worked hard for the event to come in reality.